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Chapter 2511: Yiche taichan 

 

“10 O’ clock at night, on the roof of the building opposite the Bigui garden community. ” 

“Zhao Yu raised his head and finished a can of beer in one gulp, leaving Xi Mengna in a daze. ” 

“””Do you still drink during working hours?”” Xi menna took a bite of the newly bought braised duck 

neck, as if she was craving for alcohol. ” 

“Zhao Yu wanted to tease the beauty, but his phone suddenly rang. ” 

He opened it and saw that it was Miao Ying. 

“””How is it, team leader?”” Miao Ying asked tiredly.””Any progress on your side?”” ” 

“””I’ve been scammed!”” Zhao Yu said,””damn it, it’s just buying some vegetables! He was even holding 

a birdcage and fighting! ” 

“””He made us follow the entire market, but he beat us back after going in a big circle!”” ” 

“””Oh?”” “”Then … What did he buy?”” Miao Ying asked. ” 

“””We only bought a few bags of vermicelli, a piece of tofu, a bunch of celery, and a bag of peanuts,”” 

Zhao Yu said.””It felt like he knew that we were following him, so he was teasing us on purpose!”” ” 

“””Tsk tsk … What I’m most afraid of now is that he’ll find out that someone’s following him!”” Miao 

Ying said worriedly,””if he doesn’t go to the place where he’s being held, then we’ll be in trouble! ” 

“””Zhao Yu, do you want to …”” Miao Ying said,””send Xiao Cui?”” ” 

“Miao Ying’s meaning was obvious. She wanted cui to find an opportunity to sneak into sun Guodong’s 

house to check it out, or to install monitoring equipment. ” 

“””No,”” Zhao Yu shook his head and said,””I don’t want to do that yet! I keep feeling that there’s 

something fishy about this! ” 

“””I’d better observe for a while longer!”” ” 

“””Oh, alright then!”” “”Be careful!”” Miao Ying said. ” 

“Miao Ying’s “”be careful”” was a heavy word, but Zhao Yu knew that it was a double meaning. On one 

hand, it was to be careful during the investigation of the case, and on the other hand, it was to pay 

attention to your own safety. ” 

“After all, when he was with Xi menna, he still had to guard against other threats. ” 

“””Don’t worry!”” Zhao Yu then asked Miao Ying,””how about you? How was the investigation? I heard 

that old senior Zhong came to Kunyang from thousands of miles away? ” 

“””Did he see the body? The reaction must be quite big, right?”” ” 



“””It’s okay, better than I thought,”” Miao Ying said.””We prepared an ambulance in advance, but we 

didn’t use it! ” 

“””After seeing su ruohua’s body, Mr. Zhong was dumbfounded for a few minutes,”” Miao Ying 

said.””He couldn’t figure out how su ruohua could be as good as new after 34 years! ” 

“””He even thought that su ruohua was still alive, and said a lot to her …”” Miao Ying sighed and said,””it 

gave us the feeling that his feelings for su ruohua were really deep!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” Zhao Yu didn’t understand the idiom, so he asked,””what do you mean? Is it a deep 

relationship?”” ” 

“””Yes,”” Miao Ying said.””That was Mr. Zhong’s exact words. He’s a master of Chinese culture, so his 

words are naturally of a high standard!”” ” 

“””Don’t tell me you think,”” Zhao Yu said,””that he’s deeper than Bai Fengqi?”” ” 

“””Zhao Yu, at first, I thought the same as an ordinary citizen like you,”” Miao Ying said.””But, when I 

saw Mr. Zhong’s sad expression and the words he said to su ruohua, I realized that their relationship was 

built on the same goal, the kind of relationship built on their literary careers, not the kind of relationship 

between men and women that we think …”” ” 

“””Oh … You mean we’re thinking too much?”” Zhao Yu sighed.””So, it’s impossible for Mr. Zhong to be 

related to the murderer? ” 

“””Did he provide any clues?”” ” 

“””No, I didn ‘t!”” Miao Ying said,””before he met su ruohua, I asked him for a long time. All he knew 

was their revolutionary friendship and the good memories of their school and work! ” 

“””He knows almost nothing about the case.”” Miao Ying said,””just like the others, the old man thought 

that he would be able to get news of su ruohua soon after he replaced her and went to the capital. ” 

“””I didn’t think that I would have to wait for a lifetime! Miao Ying thought for a long time, then said 

regretfully,””the old man said an idiom, which was quite incisive, but I forgot!”” ” 

“””It’s really a joke!”” Zhao Yu said,””but, I feel that this case is easier to understand than the hanging 

coffin case. At least we know that su ruohua’s face is not always frozen!”” ” 

“””Mr. Zhong also said that,”” Miao Ying said,””from what he knew, among all the people who knew su 

ruohua, none of them were related to frozen food!”” ” 

“””Mm …”” Zhao Yu said.””It seems that this case needs to be further thought out! Didn’t you go to the 

academy today? You didn’t find any clues?”” ” 

“””Su ruohua’s students from back then provided us with a list of names that were suspected by others. 

We’re verifying them one by one!”” Miao Ying said,””we originally wanted to find the police officers 

who investigated su ruohua’s disappearance, but after searching for a long time, we realized that all of 

them were dead!”” ” 



“””Oh …”” Zhao Yu nodded and said,””that’s what investigating old cases is like! We need to be more 

patient!”” ” 

“””Okay, it’s cold at night,”” Miao Ying said.””Wear warm clothes!”” ” 

“””Mm, you too …”” Zhao Yu said the same thing, and the two hung up the phone. ” 

“””Zhao Yu,”” Xi menna picked up a can of beer and asked,””can I have some?”” ” 

“””Eat your duck neck!”” Zhao Yu took the beer, opened it, and raised his head to drink another can. ” 

“At this moment, there was movement from the walkie-talkie again. ” 

“””Attention all units, the target has appeared, the target has appeared …”” ” 

“””F * ck!”” Zhao Yu was surprised. He quickly climbed over the railing and looked down. Sure enough, 

he saw the suspect, sun Guodong, appear at the entrance of the community. ” 

“””Is there a problem?”” “”It’s 10:15 p.m. Right now. This guy … Why is he running?”” Xi menna saw that 

sun Guodong was dressed in sports attire and looked like he was going for a run. ” 

“Everyone realized that sun Guodong might be up to something, so they all got into battle mode and 

began to track his whereabouts … ” 

“However, after 30 minutes, sun Guodong ran two laps around the park outside the community and 

returned to his residence. ” 

“””Motherf * cker!”” “”F * ck!”” Zhao Yu cursed angrily from the rooftop,””it’s really just running! Did 

this guy do it on purpose?”” Could it be that … We’ve really been exposed long ago? ” 

“””Or did he already know that we would find him? ” 

“””No, no…”” Zhao Yu had a premonition, so he immediately opened his laptop on the roof and began 

to sort through all the information about the imprisonment case. ” 

“It was a difficult night, but in the end, he still managed to get through it. ” 

“As expected of Spring City, Kunyang’s temperature difference between day and night wasn’t that big. 

That night, Zhao Yu didn’t feel cold at all. ” 

“At Teno’ clock in the morning, he had already finished a box of beer, and there was a large pile of 

information densely written in his notebook. ” 

“He then looked at Xi menna, who was lying on her side in a corner against the wind, still fast asleep. ” 

“Zhao Yu closed the book, went to the railing, and looked down. He saw that the curtains in sun 

Guodong’s house were closed, and there was no movement inside. ” 

Stab stab … Stab stab … 

“At this moment, there was a piercing sound from the walkie-talkie, and then Captain Shi’s voice 

came,”” ” 



“””Team leader Zhao, team leader Zhao, are you there?”” Captain Shi said,””I just received a report that 

someone found a naked woman who had been seriously abused in a trash can in Yingzhuang village in 

Kangle city …”” ” 

“””Captain Zhou said that this woman seems to be Bai Wenhai’s daughter …”” ” 

 

Chapter 2512: identity confirmed 

 

“8 am, Kangle city, Yingzhuang village. ” 

“””How did this happen?”” Captain Shi fired at Captain Zhou angrily.””Team leader Zhao had already 

calculated that someone would release them at Ying villa! ” 

“””What are you guys doing? How could you not know anything?”” ” 

“””Captain Shi,”” Captain Zhou quickly explained,””the logistics market in Ying villa is too big. There are a 

total of eight gates. We deployed a total of 30 police officers yesterday! ” 

“””But,”” Captain Zhou pointed to the trash can and said,””look, this trash can is 500 meters away from 

the logistics market! We can’t take care of it!”” ” 

“””Where is he?”” Zhao Yu looked at the trash can and asked,””how’s the situation?”” ” 

“””She’s … She’s alright,”” Captain Zhou replied quickly.””We sent her to Kangle hospital first. Her 

condition was similar to qu Xiaohua ‘s. She had no clothes on her, and she was so dirty that you could 

barely recognize her! ” 

“””However, her mental state was better than qu Xiaohua ‘s. According to the discoverer, he heard the 

sound of something knocking in the trash can. At first, he thought it was a cat or dog that had fallen in, 

but when he opened it, he didn’t expect it to be a person!”” ” 

“””Who discovered it?”” Zhao Yu asked again. ” 

“””Oh, I’ve already filed it!”” Captain Zhou answered,””it’s an old man who’s going to do morning 

exercises nearby!”” ” 

“””Putting a person in such a place … Tsk tsk …”” Captain Shi looked at the dirty trash can, shook his 

head, and sighed.””The murderer is really inhuman!”” ” 

“””Why?”” However, Zhao Yu frowned and muttered,””why is there only one? Captain Zhou, have you 

searched the surrounding area?”” ” 

“””I’ve found it, I’ve found it!”” Captain Zhou quickly replied,””I’ve searched everything within a five-

kilometer radius. I even contacted the people at Xiaoyao mountain! ” 

“””But there are no new discoveries!”” ” 

“””Yup!”” Xi menna shook her head and said,””Bai Wenhai was kidnapped on the same day as his 

daughter! But why did he only release one? ” 



“””Why didn’t you let Bai Wenhai go?”” ” 

“””The most important thing is,”” Captain Shi said,””we were watching sun Guodong last night!”” He’s 

sleeping soundly at home, so it’s obvious that he’s not the murderer!”” ” 

“””Impossible!”” Zhao Yu shook his head and said,””if he had nothing to do with it, why would the 

murderer leave her here? ” 

“””This is the place where sun Guodong robbed and killed. He must be involved in this!”” ” 

“””So …”” Captain Shi frowned.””He has an accomplice?”” ” 

“””Team leader Zhao, Captain Shi!”” At this moment, Captain Zhou reported,””don’t worry, we just 

checked. Because this is a logistics base, there are surveillance cameras everywhere! ” 

“””The murderer left them here, so it’s impossible for him to not leave any traces. We’ll be able to find 

them very soon …”” ” 

“Just as he finished speaking, Captain Zhou’s walkie-talkie rang. ” 

“Everyone could hear a police officer reporting to Captain Zhou over the walkie-talkie,”” ” 

“””Captain Zhou, he’s awake! There’s no need to confirm her identity. She’s very clear-headed, and she 

said that she’s Bai Wenhai’s daughter, Qianqian Bai Xuefei!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” ” 

The crowd was shocked. They didn’t expect the victim to be able to accurately say his name. 

“””Then what are you still doing?”” Captain Zhou reminded him excitedly,””hurry up and ask her who 

imprisoned her. Who put her in the trash can?”” ” 

“””Yes,”” the agent replied.””The girl said that the person who imprisoned her was a man in his 30s!”” ” 

“””What?”” Zhao Yu was stunned and exclaimed,””are you kidding me? in his 30s? Don’t forget that she 

had been imprisoned for 15 years. If she was in her 30s, was she 15 years old back then? ” 

“””A 15-year-old child could kidnap Bai Wenhai and his daughter?”” ” 

“””Then … Does she know where she’s being imprisoned?”” Although Captain Zhou was surprised, he 

still asked a more critical question. ” 

“””I don’t know!”” The agent replied,””the girl said that the place she was imprisoned in was like a 

prison cell. She only saw a little sunlight at noon every day!”” ” 

“””What about her father?”” “”Where is Bai Wenhai?”” Captain Shi asked again. ” 

“””The girl said she didn’t know!”” The agent replied,””ever since she got into a car accident and was 

imprisoned, she has never seen her father again!”” ” 

“””Damn it!”” Captain Shi clenched his fists.””We’ve already come to this point. Can’t we catch him?”” ” 

“””Team leader Zhao,”” Captain Zhou said,””the girl’s emotions are very unstable. I think we should go 

to the hospital and ask her in person!”” ” 



“””Wait a moment!”” Zhao Yu suddenly thought of something and asked Captain Shi,””didn’t you say 

that sun Guodong had a son? How old is he this year?”” ” 

“””Well … This …”” Captain Shi quickly took out his mobile phone. ” 

“However, his speed was obviously not as fast as Zhao Yu ‘S. Zhao Yu only used less than ten seconds to 

find the relevant information. ” 

“””Born in 1987. I’m 33 years old this year!”” Zhao Yu said,””could it be that sun Guodong’s accomplices 

are his sons?!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” Xi menna frowned.””Didn’t you say that sun Guodong’s son is in I Israel?”” ” 

“””No, not necessarily!”” Captain Shi waved his hand.””We haven’t found any news about his son yet!”” 

” 

“””His name is Zhang Yongsheng!”” Zhao Yu looked at the information and said,””not sun, but probably 

sun Guodong’s wife’s last name! ” 

“””Little na,”” he handed the phone to Xi menna and said,””send the information to Zeng ke 

immediately and ask him to find out the whereabouts of this person!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Xi menna took the phone and quickly did as she was told. ” 

“””Also,”” Zhao Yu pointed at Zhang Yongsheng’s photo and said to Captain Zhou,””send the photo to 

your colleague and let Bai Xuefei identify it!”” ” 

“””Oh!”” Captain Zhou nodded. ” 

“””Then …”” Captain Shi asked,””should we arrest sun Guodong?”” ” 

“””No!”” Zhao Yu said,””there’s also Peng Zhengyi and Bai Wenhai! “”At this time, we need to remain 

calm. If there is really an accomplice, then he should be in contact by now! ” 

“””Also, check Bai Wenhai’s address book immediately to see if the people who talk to him frequently 

are his sons.”” ” 

“””Oh, okay!”” Captain Shi quickly picked up his phone and contacted his men. ” 

“””Captain Zhou!”” Zhao Yu waved at Captain Zhou and said,””let’s go to the hospital now. You work on 

the surveillance cameras and find the murderer’s trail as soon as possible!”” ” 

“””Yes!”” Captain Zhou accepted the order. ” 

“Very quickly, Zhao Yu got into the police car and went straight to Kangle City Hospital. ” 

“””This is unbelievable!”” In the car, Xi menna shook her head and exclaimed,””is this helper really sun 

Guodong’s son? ” 

“””Sun Guodong was in prison for 15 years, and his son had been living overseas with his mother. Even if 

the father and son had reunited, it was impossible for him to follow his father to do such illegal things! ” 

“””Is there any other possibility?”” ” 



“Xi menena’s words made Zhao Yu fall into deep thought again, because he also felt that something was 

off. ” 

“However, before Zhao Yu could think about it seriously, Captain Zhou called. ” 

“””Team leader Zhao, I’ve confirmed it!”” Captain Zhou said excitedly,””Bai Xuefei recognized that the 

person who imprisoned her was sun Guodong’s son, Zhang Yongsheng!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2513: prison (1) 

 

“Half an hour later, at Kangle city People’s Hospital. ” 

“””No,”” a female psychologist from the local police station said to Zhao Yu and the others,””if you 

continue to ask, the child will collapse!”” I know the situation is urgent, but please think about the 

victim! ” 

“””She said so much just now, and that’s already very good. She needs to rest now!”” ” 

“””Team leader Zhao,”” another police detective reported to Zhao Yu,””we have extracted the woman’s 

identity information and sent it to the laboratory for testing!”” ” 

“””That is to say …”” Zhao Yu nodded, then asked the psychologist,””this girl has been subjected to long-

term abuse and aggression?”” ” 

“””Yes,”” the female psychiatrist said.””I saw that she was not in a good mood just now, so I didn’t dare 

to delve into this question. However, the doctor did a check on her before and found that her physical 

condition is really bad …”” ” 

“””How despicable …”” Xi menna said indignantly,””even if it’s for revenge, Bai Wenhai’s daughter is 

innocent! ” 

“””Why? why did you treat her so inhumanely?”” ” 

“””Doctor,”” Zhao Yu asked the female doctor,””the woman confirmed that she is Bai Wenhai’s 

daughter, Bai Xuefei, right?”” ” 

“””Right!”” The female doctor answered without hesitation,””she just said that 15 years ago, her father 

took her to Kunyang city to look for a private high school, but they were met with a car accident and 

then imprisoned! ” 

“””During the car accident, she said that she had passed out. She doesn’t remember the situation at that 

time, and she doesn’t know if her father is still alive!”” ” 

“””What?”” Zhao Yu was surprised.””You mean, she was not imprisoned with her father?”” ” 

“””Yes,”” the female doctor said.””The girl said that she had not seen Bai Wenhai since the accident!”” ” 

“Zhao Yu then asked,””what about the others?”” Qu Xiaohua, Peng Zhengyi, and Zhang Yuyin, has the 

girl seen them before?”” ” 



“””No, I didn ‘t!”” The female doctor shook her head and said,””the girl said that from the beginning to 

the end, she was imprisoned alone! ” 

“””In the past 15 years, the only person she saw was the man who imprisoned her!”” ” 

Oh? 

It was actually like this … 

“Zhao Yu didn’t lock it tightly, but felt that something was wrong with the case. ” 

They were now sure that the man who had imprisoned Bai Xuefei was sun Guodong’s son! 

Then … What about sun Guodong? 

“Obviously, the whole case was planned by sun Guodong! ” 

“””Does the girl know that the person who kidnapped her is sun Guodong’s son?”” Zhao Yu asked 

quickly. ” 

“””I don’t know!”” The female doctor replied with certainty,””the girl said that the man rarely spoke. For 

a period of time, she even thought that he was mute! ” 

“””However, that person has a bad temper and has a big mental problem. He often loses control of his 

emotions and will hit her, violate her …”” ” 

“””He has mental problems. How could he kidnap someone?”” Xi menna gritted her teeth in anger.””His 

father must have ordered him to do that!”” ” 

“”” 15 years ago, he was only 15 years old …”” Captain Shi said.””How is that possible?”” ” 

“””No!”” Zhao Yu said,””we were wrong. We missed three years. Sun Guodong’s son, Zhang Yongsheng, 

is 33 years old this year. He was already an adult 15 years ago!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Captain Shi scratched his head, but his eyes were still full of disbelief. ” 

“””Strange!”” Zhao Yu said,””no matter if it was sun Guodong or Zhang Yongsheng, why, why did they 

let the girl go?”” ” 

“””Didn’t you say …”” Captain Shi said,””sun Guodong has been in prison for 15 years and 17 days, so if 

you want to catch your enemy, you will also be imprisoned for 15 years and 17 days?”” ” 

“””But,”” Zhao Yu said,””isn’t there still one more day? We know the exact date of qu Xiaohua’s 

kidnapping, and we also know the date of Bai Wenhai and his daughter’s kidnapping! ” 

“””So … Even if he’s going to be released, he should be released tomorrow? Why … Did it happen in 

advance?”” ” 

“””Yes, it’s really …”” Captain Shi scratched his head again. He also felt that there was something wrong 

with this case. ” 

“””Then …”” Zhao Yu asked again,””did she say anything else? Did she not see anything when she was 

released?”” ” 



“””No,”” the female doctor said.””The girl said that her food was probably drugged. When she regained 

consciousness, she found herself lying in a trash can. She called for help in time and was saved … ” 

“””As for the details, she was a little scattered,”” the female doctor continued.””She said that she was 

imprisoned somewhere underground. The soundproofing there was better, and she could hardly hear 

anything from the outside. She only heard the sound of cows growling a few times in the middle of the 

night … ” 

“””Also, there’s a very small window in her cell. The sun will only shine in at a certain time every day. As 

for what’s outside the window, she doesn’t know …”” ” 

“””Usually …”” Xi menna swallowed and asked in surprise,””you don’t let her wear clothes either?”” ” 

“””No,”” the female doctor said.””There are clothes to wear, and there is a bed in the cell. There is even 

a toilet and a water pipe … ” 

“””Oh, there’s one more thing,”” the female doctor added.””The girl said that there were two 

surveillance cameras in the cell, so they should be under constant surveillance …”” ” 

“””Oh my God, pervert …”” Xi menna said.””Isn’t this a man-made prison? This girl’s will was strong 

enough! If it were me, I’m afraid I would have collapsed long ago!”” ” 

“””Sometimes,”” the female doctor said,””the prisoner would give her some books to read. Sometimes, 

he would give her some toys. Sometimes, he would also give her better food and so on … ” 

“””The girl was already in despair. She couldn’t understand why the other party would let her go!”” ” 

“””Team leader Zhao, Captain Shi,”” at this moment, Captain Zhou suddenly rushed in and reported to 

the two of them,””through the video search, we found a suspicious vehicle! ” 

“””At around 3 o’ clock in the middle of the night, a black van drove past the street in front of the 

dumpster. It took him five minutes to get from the first surveillance intersection to the second 

intersection 400 meters away, and there was an obvious delay! ” 

“””It means that the car had stopped in the middle of the road, and the location of the stop was very 

close to the garbage can where the victim was found!”” ” 

“””Alright!”” Captain Shi slapped his thigh.””What’s next? How’s the investigation?”” ” 

“””There’s no license plate, but the car isn’t new!”” Captain Zhou said,””we followed him at a few 

intersections and found that he was heading north of Kangle city …”” ” 

“””To the North is Kunyang!”” Captain Shi pondered and said,””sun Guodong lives in the southern 

suburbs. It doesn’t seem to be too far away, right?”” ” 

“””According to what Bai Xuefei said,”” Zhao Yu analyzed,””she should have been imprisoned in a 

sparsely populated place, like a farm in the countryside, or some other private enterprise, or a small 

factory …”” ” 

Di di … Di di … 

“At that moment, Zhao Yu’s mobile phone rang. It was Zeng ke! ” 



“””Team leader, I’ve found out,”” Zeng ke said.””Sun Guodong’s son, Zhang Yongsheng, is indeed in 

Kunyang. His name and information have not changed. ” 

“””Zhang Yongsheng has a Lingzhi farm under his name. It’s North of Kangle and South of Kunyang. I just 

locked onto his phone, and he’s at the farm now!”” ” 

Oh? 

“Upon hearing the word “”Lingzhi,”” Zhao Yu’s blood suddenly boiled. The root of this crime was Lingzhi. 

He didn’t expect that after more than thirty years, it was still the root of the crime! ” 

“””Lingzhi farm!”” Captain Shi quickly beckoned to his subordinates,””this is definitely a good place to 

dig up prisons!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2514: Prison (2) 

 

“””Ah …””” 

“Under the bright sunlight, a hoarse roar came from a certain Lingzhi plantation!” 

He saw a burly man in his 30s waving a pair of long scissors used to cut branches wildly! 

“However, his resistance was obviously ineffective in front of a dozen fully armed police officers.” 

“The police officers used the riot shields to approach, then swarmed up and firmly pressed the man to 

the floor.” 

“Immediately after, those who snatched the scissors grabbed the scissors, and those who were 

handcuffed put on the handcuffs. Soon, the person was under control.” 

“However, although the man couldn’t move, he still let out a tsunami-like roar. His face was stuck to the 

ground, and as he roared, the soil was sprayed out like a shower …” 

“””Wuwuwu … Wuwuwu …””” 

“The man struggled with all his might, his huge body twisting and turning, but how could he break free?” 

“””Don’t move, don’t move!”” Ran Tao, who was in charge of the arrest operation, knelt on the man’s 

back and asked,””what’s your name? speak!””” 

“””Ah … Ah …””” 

“This person was like a bull, his face flushed red from holding back, but he still tried to break free!” 

“””Say something!”” Ran Tao slapped him and asked,””what’s your name? I’m asking you a question!””” 

“””Ah … Ah …”” The person blew out a large amount of soil, but he didn’t say anything. He continued to 

puff up his cheeks …” 

“””Come, let him get up!”” As Ran Tao shouted, the police detectives pulled the man up.” 



“The man’s hands were tied behind his back, and he was handcuffed. But as soon as he got up, he 

immediately lowered his head and hit Ran Tao!” 

“””F * ck! A stubborn donkey, ah!”” Ran Tao reached out and grabbed the man’s shoulder, then threw 

him to the ground.” 

BOOM! 

His heavy body instantly crushed a few dead trees that were used to grow Lingzhi … 

“””Speak!”” Ran Tao stepped on his face and asked fiercely,””tell me, where is your prison? Speak!””” 

“””Ah!”” However, the burly man shook his head and broke free from Ran Tao’s feet. Then, he hit his 

head on the pillar that supported the shed!” 

“””F * ck!”” Ran Tao was frightened and quickly tried to stop him, but the other party was so fast that 

his head hit the pillar.” 

“The pillar wasn’t very stable, so after the collision, it suddenly fell and hit Ran Tao’s face.” 

“””Ah!”” Ran Tao shouted and quickly covered his face with his arms.” 

“In the end, when he instinctively closed his eyes, he realized that the pillar did not hit his arm.” 

“When she opened her eyes, she saw that Zhao Yu had appeared in front of her and was holding the 

pillar firmly with one hand.” 

“When the police detectives saw this, they pounced on the middle-aged man again and pressed him to 

the ground.” 

“””B-boss …”” Ran Tao was so scared that his face turned pale.” 

“Zhao Yu ignored Ran Tao, but threw away the pillar and squatted down in front of the man.” 

“””Zhang Yongsheng, don’t be afraid,”” Zhao Yu said.””Sun Guodong has already been caught by us. He 

has already told us everything!””” 

“In the end, Zhao Yu’s short sentence made the burly man quiet down, and he stared at Zhao Yu with 

red eyes.” 

“””What’s wrong? Don’t you believe me?”” Zhao Yu turned on his phone and showed sun Guodong’s 

photo to him.””We’ve caught him!” 

“””Moreover, he has already confessed. He said that he asked you to do all these things …””” 

“””No, no! Daddy! Dad …””Zhang Yongsheng shouted excitedly,”” it’s not him, not him! It’s all my fault, 

it’s all my fault. If you want to arrest someone, then arrest me!””” 

“””Don’t joke around,”” Zhao Yu said half-jokingly.””If you say you did it, we have to believe you. You 

have to have evidence!””” 

“””Evidence, evidence …”” Zhang Yongsheng said nervously.””I have it, I have it …””” 



“As he said that, he pointed to his courtyard with his eyes and said,””””There’s an entrance under the 

water tank. You’ll know when you go in and take a look …””” 

Whoosh … 

“In an instant, the entire greenhouse fell silent.” 

“The police officers, led by Ran Tao, were all stunned. No one had expected that Zhao Yu would be able 

to find out the other party’s secret with just a few words.” 

“””Hurry, hurry!”” Ran Tao quickly gestured.””What are you still standing there for?””” 

“After that, he quickly took several police officers out of the shed and went to the house where Zhang 

Yongsheng lived.” 

Zhang Yongsheng had built five single-story houses here with a small courtyard in the middle. 

“There was indeed a water tank in the courtyard. Ran Tao and the other detectives pushed the water 

tank away, and there was indeed an iron plate under it.” 

He opened the metal plate and a flight of steps extended down into the darkness. 

“””Hu!”” Ran Tao was also experienced. Even though he was sure that he would win, he still carefully 

took out his pistol, turned on the flashlight, and touched it …” 

“At the same time, Zhao Yu also brought Zhang Yongsheng into the courtyard.” 

“””So, that girl … You kidnapped and imprisoned her?”” Zhao Yu asked deliberately,””does it have 

nothing to do with your father, sun Guodong?””” 

“At this time, Zhang Yongsheng seemed to have realized something. His eyes looked straight at the 

entrance on the ground and he did not respond.” 

“””But,”” Zhao Yu continued,””your dad said that he did it! He can call out the girl’s name, but you can 

‘t, right?””” 

“””Bai Xuefei,”” Zhang Yongsheng immediately said.””I was the one who imprisoned her in my house. 

Yesterday, I was the one who sent her back!””” 

“””If you don’t believe me, you can ask her yourself …””” 

“””Okay,”” Zhao Yu said.””Even so, what about the others? Zhang Yuyin, qu Xiaohua, and Peng Zhengyi 

were all kidnapped and imprisoned by your dad, right?””” 

“””You …”” After hearing Zhao Yu’s trap, Zhang Yongsheng was stunned and asked in surprise,””you … 

What are you talking about?””” 

“This time, it was Zhao Yu’s turn to be stunned.” 

No way? 

Could it be … Could it be … 



“””Group leader!”” At that moment, Ran Tao came out of the hole and reported to Zhao Yu,””there’s 

only one cell down there. There’s no one else!””” 

“””What?””” 

“Zhao Yu was shocked. He then remembered what Bai Xuefei had said. She had been in solitary 

confinement the whole time, and had not seen anyone else.” 

“””Zhang Yongsheng,”” Zhao Yu looked at Zhang Yongsheng in surprise and asked,””if that’s the case, 

your dad is still guilty! Unless you know there’s another cell nearby …””” 

“””Ah?”” Zhang Yongsheng glared at Zhao Yu and said,””what other cell? I didn ‘t?””” 

It’s broken! 

“Through this short interaction, Zhao Yu had already discovered that Zhang Yongsheng’s mental state 

was indeed a bit problematic, but it was precisely because of his mental state that he would not lie!” 

“Was it true that there was only one cell here, and Bai Xuefei was the only one who was imprisoned?” 

Then … What about the others? 

“””These past few days …”” Zhao Yu thought quickly and asked Zhang Yongsheng again,””have you been 

to Xiaoyao mountain?””” 

“””Xiaoyao mountain?”” Zhang Yongsheng was puzzled.””What kind of place is Xiaoyao mountain?””” 

‘F * ck …’ 

“Zhao Yu then realized that qu Xiaohua and Zhang Yuyin, who had been released on Xiaoyao mountain, 

might not have anything to do with Zhang Yongsheng!” 

“Since it had nothing to do with Zhang Yongsheng, then … It was obviously sun Guodong’s doing?” 

Could it be … 

“Zhang Yongsheng only imprisoned Bai Xuefei, and the others were all imprisoned by sun Guodong?” 

“There were four of them, but only two were left-Bai Wenhai and Peng Zhengyi. So, where were these 

two people imprisoned?” 

 

Chapter 2515: prison (2) 

 

“At oneo’ clock in the afternoon, the Kangle City Police station was in full swing. ” 

“In the interrogation room, Zhao Yu was personally interrogating the suspect, Zhang Yongsheng. There 

was no other way. If it were anyone else, they wouldn’t have been able to handle this guy with well-

developed limbs and an eccentric mind. ” 

“””When did you kidnap Bai Xuefei?”” Zhao Yu asked,””how did you kidnap her?”” ” 



“””I picked it up,”” Zhang Yongsheng said very seriously.””After I picked it up, I raised it myself!”” ” 

“””You …”” Zhao Yu gritted his teeth and asked,””when did you pick this up?”” ” 

“””Yes, I can’t remember. It’s been many years!”” Zhang Yongsheng said,””I’m not even 20 years old yet 

…”” ” 

“””Where did you pick it up from?”” ” 

“””I don’t remember!”” ” 

“””Then how do you know her name?”” ” 

“””She said it herself …”” ” 

“””How are you going to take care of her?”” Zhao Yu asked again,””did you violate her?”” ” 

“””I gave it to him,”” Zhang Yongsheng said calmly.””That’s what she should do!”” ” 

“””You!”” “”Then why did you hit her?”” Zhao Yu was so angry that his teeth were itching. ” 

“””If you don’t listen, you’ll be beaten …”” ” 

“In the end, before Zhang Yongsheng could finish his sentence, Zhao Yu’s flying kick met him, and he 

even knocked down the interrogation chair! ” 

“Zhao Yu hadn’t been so angry in a long time. With just one kick, he made Zhang Yongsheng vomit 

blood! ” 

“””Oh my, this …”” Captain Shi, who was in the monitoring room, was dumbfounded. He wanted to run 

over and stop them, but he was stopped by Xi menna. ” 

“””Mr. Team leader,”” Xi menna said politely,””do you think you can stop our team leader Zhao if you go 

in now?”” ” 

Captain Shi weighed it for a moment and had to stop. He quickly told the staff in the monitoring room to 

turn off the monitoring equipment. 

Pa! 

“Zhao Yu gave Zhang Yongsheng a tight slap across the face. Zhang Yongsheng’s teeth loosened, and his 

face was covered in red marks. ” 

“””Ah …”” Although Zhang Yongsheng was fierce, he was particularly afraid of being beaten. He was 

terrified! ” 

Pa! 

“When Zhao Yu slapped him a second time, Zhang Yongsheng started crying and shouted in 

despair,””Stop hitting me, I’ll talk, I’ll talk … ” 

“””My dad sent her to me and asked me to take care of her. I can play with her however I want, but she 

can’t die …”” ” 



Whoosh … 

Zhao Yu’s big hand stopped in mid-air. He never thought that the confession would come so easily. 

“””Speak!”” Zhao Yu shouted,””which father of yours? What’s his name?”” ” 

“””Sun … Sun Guodong …”” Zhang Yongsheng trembled as he answered. ” 

“After hearing the name, Zhao Yu’s eyes widened and he quickly waved at the one-way glass. ” 

“””Oh …”” Captain Shi immediately understood what Zhao Yu meant. They could now arrest the 

important suspect, sun Guodong! ” 

“Therefore, Captain Shi quickly took out his mobile phone and directed the arrest operation at Bigui 

garden in Kunyang! ” 

“””Get up!”” Zhao Yu grabbed the man and the interrogation chair, then continued to ask,””when did 

sun Guodong send the man to you?”” ” 

“””Well …”” Zhang Yongsheng tried to recall.””It’s been so many years. I really can’t remember!”” At 

that time … Um … I … I was already living in that house …”” ” 

“Hearing that Zhang Yongsheng did not get to the main point, Zhao Yu could only ask from the 

beginning. ” 

“””Let me ask you,”” Zhao Yu asked,””do you know that sun Guodong is in prison? Didn’t you go to 

Harland with your mom? You’ve even changed your last name, so why did you come back to look for 

your dad?”” ” 

“””My mom?”” Zhang Yongsheng recalled and said,””did I go to Harland with my mom? Oh … What is 

Harland?”” ” 

“””F * ck!”” Zhao Yu frowned.””Are you going or not?”” ” 

“””I … I think I did …”” Sun Guodong shook his head.””But, why don’t I remember?”” ” 

“””Then, do you know that sun Guodong is in prison?”” Zhao Yu asked again. ” 

“””I know … I think I know?”” Zhang Yongsheng tried his best to recall.””My mother sent me back. After 

that, I lived with my father, but my father left the house to me and asked me to help him plant Lingzhi. 

He didn’t live with me, but he came back to see me every day … ” 

“””My dad was very good to me. He gave me all the money from selling Lingzhi,”” Zhang Yongsheng 

said.””Even if it didn’t make money, he would give me money to spend. Sometimes, he even took me to 

restaurants …”” ” 

“””Why are you …”” ” 

“Suddenly, Zhao Yu realized something. He found that Zhang Yongsheng’s words were erratic and 

mysterious … ” 

“It couldn’t be that he had just beaten her up, right? ” 



Or … 

“””You really don’t know if your father has ever been in prison?”” Zhao Yu emphasized. ” 

“””My dad … In jail …”” Zhang Yongsheng frowned, as if he was seriously thinking about it. After a long 

time, he said,””I don’t know. He never told me!”” ” 

“””Then …”” Zhao Yu took out his phone and showed Zhang Yongsheng the photos of Bai Wenhai and 

the others.””Have you seen these people before?”” ” 

“Zhang Yongsheng looked at it carefully and kept shaking his head, indicating that he had never seen it 

before. ” 

“””Then …”” Zhao Yu asked again,””do you know where your father, sun Guodong, lives?”” ” 

“In the end, Zhang Yongsheng shook his head again. He didn’t even know where his father’s house was. 

” 

F * ck! 

“Zhao Yu cursed in his heart, strange, this is too strange! ” 

Zhang Yongsheng’s mental state seemed to be very problematic … 

“””Zhang Yongsheng,”” Zhao Yu asked again,””did you know that your father dug the same prison as 

yours in other places?”” ” 

“Zhang Yongsheng shook his head, and his eyes had become unfocused. ” 

“””Then, who dug up the place where you imprisoned Bai Xuefei?”” ” 

“””Me!”” Zhang Yongsheng pointed at himself. ” 

“””You? Only you? Can you dig it out?”” “”Sun Guodong didn’t help you?”” Zhao Yu asked. ” 

“””I did!”” Zhang Yongsheng nodded in response, then shook his head and said,””No… No, it seems … I 

didn’t dig that cellar!”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Zhao Yu caught on to the main point.””So, your dad, sun Guodong, dug it up?”” ” 

“””No,”” Zhang Yongsheng shook his head and said,””it wasn’t my dad. When I moved in, it was already 

like that!”” ” 

“””That house, that house …”” Zhao Yu muttered, but he felt that something was wrong. ” 

“””Team leader Zhao,”” at this time, Captain Shi said through the communicator in Zhao Yu’s ear,””the 

house was bought, and the name was also Zhang Yongsheng ‘s. The purchase date was written in 2004, 

which means that sun Guodong bought it after he was released from prison, and it was directly under 

Zhang Yongsheng’s name …”” ” 

Oh … 

Zhao Yu nodded slightly. There was no doubt that sun Guodong bought the house for Zhang Yongsheng 

so that he could help him imprison people here! 



“However, why not all of them, but only Bai Xuefei? ” 

Why didn’t the rest of them all be imprisoned in this place? 

“2004,2004 … ” 

“Zhao Yu recalled that at that time, Zhang Yongsheng seemed to be only seventeen or eighteen years 

old. The father and son were reunited once sun Guodong was released from prison? ” 

“Sun Guodong treated his son well. He bought a house, a land, and even built a lingzhi mushroom 

greenhouse. But why didn’t he live with the child? ” 

“Zhang Yongsheng never knew where sun Guodong lived. It seemed that sun Guodong still had his own 

plans. He must have imprisoned the others in another place, and he would do it himself! ” 

Tsk tsk … 

“Zhao Yu felt as if there was an airtight veil in front of his eyes, which made him even more confused 

about the fifteen-year imprisonment case. ” 

“At this moment, Captain Shi reported the latest news to Zhao Yu. ” 

Sun Guodong was arrested! 

 

Chapter 2516: framed 

 

“Two hours later, in the interrogation room of the Kunyang police station. ” 

“As Zhao Yu had not arrived, Miao Ying and Wu Xiumin were in charge of the interrogation. ” 

“””I really don’t know what you’re talking about …”” Sun Guodong, who was sitting in the interrogation 

chair, said innocently,””it’s been 15 years since I was released from prison. I’ve changed myself and 

never made any mistakes again …”” ” 

“””I don’t lack money, and I don’t have to worry about food and clothing. Why would I do something 

that would let my country down?”” ” 

“””Take a good look at these photos,”” Miao Ying said coldly.””Do you really not know the people in 

these photos?”” ” 

“””These people …”” Sun Guodong looked at the photos on the table and said lightly,””these people 

tried to harm me. How can I not remember them?”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Miao Ying’s eyes lit up.””Can you tell me their names?”” ” 

“””Zhang Yuyin, qu Xiaohua …”” Sun Guodong pointed at the photo and said,””Peng Zhengyi, Bai Wenhai 

… Hmm …”” ” 

“In the end, he looked at Bai Xuefei’s picture and shook his head,””””Who is this girl? Don’t you know 

him?”” ” 



“Miao Ying wanted to question him, but she had a feeling that sun Guodong might have been prepared 

for this. ” 

“Hence, she did not proceed with the interrogation according to the usual pace. Instead, she asked in a 

roundabout way,””””You said these people tried to harm you, but how did they do it? When have I ever 

harmed you?”” ” 

“””I’ve been in prison for 15 years, and it’s all because of these four people, hehe …”” Sun Guodong 

smiled bitterly, then shook his head and said,””but it’s all in the past, so let’s not talk about it. ” 

“””Don’t … Just because I said something wrong, you guys put me in jail again, hehehe …”” ” 

“Sun Guodong smiled indifferently, but the corner of his mouth showed a kind of resistance, even a 

provocative expression! ” 

Oh? 

“Miao Ying was shocked. Although they already had evidence in their hands, she had a bad feeling. ” 

“””Sun Guodong, it seems like you still don’t understand your situation!”” Wu Xiumin tapped the table 

with a pen and said,””how did we get you here for no reason? ” 

“””If you don’t want to cooperate and tell us, you will most likely be sent to jail again!”” ” 

“””So,”” Miao Ying said,””you’d better tell me the truth. If the case has nothing to do with you, you can 

prove your innocence!”” ” 

“””Hmph!”” Sun Guodong snorted coldly.””It’s because I was framed that I’m already disheartened!”” ” 

“””You said that you were framed,”” Miao Ying said.””At least make it clear, right?”” ” 

“””Is there any use in explaining clearly?”” Sun Guodong said,”” 30 years ago, I made it clear that I didn’t 

steal anything or kill anyone, but … Did it work? ” 

“””I was almost sentenced to death. I’ve been in prison for 15 years, and I’ve finally made it out. Now, is 

someone trying to get me in again?”” ” 

“””You’d better be clear about your words!”” Miao Ying said,””here, no one is targeting you, and no one 

is willing to let you go to jail again! ” 

“””But that depends on whether you’ve done anything illegal! ” 

“””Sun Guodong, stop acting. You know why we’re arresting you!”” Miao Ying shouted,”” 15 years ago, 

you kidnapped Zhang Yuyin, qu Xiaohua, Peng Zhengyi, and Bai Wenhai. You even set up a prison and 

illegally imprisoned them for 15 years! Do you still want to deny it?”” ” 

“””See, you still say you’re not targeting me?”” Sun Guodong was unmoved. He shook his head and 

said,””you have to be responsible for what you said! And you still say you didn’t wrong me?”” ” 

“””Whether I’ve wronged you or not, that will depend on your performance!”” Miao Ying asked,””how 

did they hurt you 30 years ago?”” ” 



“””Hmph … Fine!”” Sun Guodong smiled and said,””since you like to talk about the old stuff and ask the 

obvious, I’ll tell you what happened to me back then! ” 

“””In 1987, Bai Wenhai and Zhang Yuyin came to me and asked me to invest in their Lingzhi 

plantation,”” sun Guodong said.””To be honest, I knew a thing or two about growing Lingzhi. At that 

time, I thought that their idea of growing purple Lingzhi from the mountains was unrealistic! ” 

“””However, I’m brothers with these two, and I’m a very loyal person, so I took out some money and 

joined them! ” 

“””But I didn’t expect that this group of people was really capable. That year, they really managed to 

grow high-quality purple Lingzhi and made a big profit! ” 

“””So, the next year, I invested even more money and expanded the scale of the planting. I made a lot of 

money again! ” 

“””However, after making money, these people had the capital and started to have bad intentions!”” 

Sun Guodong said,””they thought I got too much, so they found an opportunity to kick me out! ” 

“””Do you think I feel good? ” 

“””Oh, I’m the one who invested all the money for their start-up, so I’ll take the majority of the profits. Is 

there any dispute? ” 

“””They’re good, they abandoned the bridge after crossing it and kicked me away! ” 

“””To be honest, I wasn’t angry at first. I was just disappointed,”” sun Guodong said regretfully.””I knew 

that I didn’t think well of it, but I was still willing to do so because I was loyal! ” 

“””But what about them? He had gone too far for the sake of money … ” 

“””But, we were just private buyers and sellers at that time. We didn’t have any contracts or guarantees. 

They kicked me out, so I couldn’t do anything about it! ” 

“””But, I really don’t feel good when I see them earning a lot of money! “”So …”” Sun Guodong said,””I 

reported it to the forestry Society at that time, saying that they had illegally occupied the country’s 

forest resources and planted Lingzhi, in order to dampen their spirit! ” 

“””But, these people are not easy to deal with,”” sun Guodong shook his head and said.””After I 

reported them, they immediately set up a company. Not only were they not stopped, but they also 

received a project support Fund … ” 

“””When I heard this news, I was naturally furious. In addition, at that time, his investment had failed, 

and he had lost some money in gambling, so he had come to Bai Wenhai and the others to reason with 

them! ” 

“””I drank a little that day and didn’t say much before I got into an argument with them and even fought 

… ” 

“””As for me, I was so angry that I threatened to burn down their storage units and make sure they 

didn’t get anything … ” 



“””AI!”” Sun Guodong sighed bitterly.””I didn’t expect that this sentence would almost cost me my life! ” 

“””After the fight, I went home to sleep … But the next morning, before I could wake up, I was caught by 

the police …”” ” 

“””At first, I didn’t realize what crime I had committed. I thought it was a fight! ” 

“””But when I got to the police station, I realized that they were accusing me of theft and murder!”” Sun 

Guodong clenched his fists and gritted his teeth.””I’m … I’m innocent! ” 

“””They said that I stole 200000 Yuan from their company and killed their security guards … ” 

“””I swear I’ve never been to their warehouse! I don’t even know where their money is! ” 

“””But … Sigh!”” Sun Guodong shook his head bitterly.””The police quickly found the 200000 Yuan in my 

house. In addition, I had a dispute with Bai Wenhai and the others, and I threatened to burn down the 

warehouse. So…I couldn’t explain myself. I couldn’t clear my name! ” 

“””Police officer, I told you 30 years ago that the money was in my house. It was not an injustice, but a 

set-up!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2517: proof 

 

“””It’s obvious that it was Bai Wenhai and the others who framed me!”” Sun Guodong said,””it’s a pity 

that I go home to sleep alone at night. No one can prove it! ” 

“””I told the police back then,”” sun Guodong clenched his fist and rubbed it against the interrogation 

chair,””I’m not short of money! ” 

“””Although I failed in my investment, although I lost money in gambling, Who am I? My family is rich. 

Why would I steal Bai Wenhai’s money for a mere 200000 Yuan? ” 

“””And you want to kill someone? Why did I do that! ” 

“””What I regret the most is when I said I was going to burn down their warehouse!”” Sun Guodong 

swallowed his saliva and said in frustration,””if it weren’t for that sentence, I’m afraid the direction of 

the trial would have been completely different! ” 

“””Actually, those were just words of anger. I wouldn ‘t, I definitely wouldn’t have done that … But … It 

was too late, I was still sentenced to life in prison! ” 

“””I was wronged, I held my anger, I was angry, I raised countless charges, but in the end, they all ended 

in failure. My wife divorced me and ran away with my child. My life was destroyed just like that! ” 

“””But, in the dark, I still had hope,”” sun Guodong gritted his teeth and said,””I knew that I had no way 

to clear my name, so I stayed in prison to reform myself and perform well. Finally, with my own hard 

work, I managed to get my sentence reduced time and time again! ” 

“””Finally, after 15 years in prison, I’m out of prison! ” 



“””Officer, why didn’t I treasure my life? why did I have to seek revenge on those people?”” Sun 

Guodong said with an innocent face,””after I was released from prison, I relied on the account left for 

me by my family to live well for the rest of my life. Why would I want to take revenge when I have such a 

good life? ” 

“””I knew that my son wasn’t living well with his mother, so I brought him here to live with me,”” sun 

Guodong said.””I bought him a house and taught him how to grow Lingzhi. I can also earn some money 

myself …”” ” 

“””What more can I ask for in this life?”” ” 

“After sun Guodong finished speaking, the room fell into a brief silence. ” 

“Miao Ying and Wu Xiumin exchanged a look, then said,””Sun Guodong, what you’re saying is indeed 

nice! However, what was the truth? I’m afraid that’s not the case? ” 

“””Although you’re out of prison, 15 years of depression still forced you to take risks! ” 

“””Sun Guodong,”” Miao Ying pointed at the photo and said,””a year after you were released from 

prison, Zhang Yuyin, qu Xiaohua, and the others went missing! ” 

“””On the 11th of this month, Zhang Yuyin and qu Xiaohua appeared in a cave in Xiaoyao mountain. 

Counting the days, they have been missing for 15 years and 17 days, which is the same as the days you 

have been in prison. Tell me, who else could it be other than you?”” ” 

“””Oh? There’s … There’s such a thing?”” Sun Guodong frowned.””They…They’re missing? And he 

appeared? ” 

“””What about Bai Wenhai and Peng Zhengyi?”” ” 

“””Bang!”” Miao Ying slammed the table and shouted,””sun Guodong, are you still pretending? ” 

“””I’m telling you, your son Zhang Yongsheng has been arrested by the police!”” Miao Ying said 

seriously,””he has admitted that you have illegally detained Bai Xuefei! ” 

“””Moreover, your son told us with absolute certainty that you were the one who caught the person, 

and that you were the one who built the prison! ” 

“””You guys are really deranged!”” Miao Ying pointed at sun Guodong.””You’re here to seek revenge on 

Bai Wenhai, but why did you not even let Bai Wenhai’s daughter go?”” ” 

“””I … I’m innocent!”” Sun Guodong said unsurprisingly,””did my son really tell you that? Why … Did he 

also accuse me? ” 

“””What sins have I committed in my life?!”” ” 

“At Miao Ying’s signal, Wu Xiumin came to sun Guodong and showed him the video of Zhang 

Yongsheng’s confession. ” 

“””Sun Guodong, what else do you have to say?”” “”Tell me, where did you imprison Bai Wenhai and 

Peng Zhengyi?”” Miao Ying asked. ” 



Sun Guodong seemed to be stunned after hearing the question. He stared at the video with his eyes 

wide open and didn’t respond for a long time. 

“””Sun Guodong!”” Miao Ying then said,””don’t put up any more useless resistance. Your son is still 

young. We know that everything he did was under your orders! ” 

“””If you’re willing to cooperate, we can apply for a sentencing …”” ” 

“””How … How did this happen?”” Sun Guodong raised his head and looked at him in 

confusion.””Officer, my son … Really … Really did such a thing?”” ” 

“””What?”” Miao Ying frowned. ” 

“””My son … Imprisoned a girl? Who … Who is this girl?”” Sun Guodong asked, puzzled. ” 

“””It’s Bai Wenhai’s daughter!”” Miao Ying gritted her teeth and said,””can you stop acting?”” ” 

“””No… Why am I so confused? “”Bai Wenhai’s daughter …”” Sun Guodong’s mouth was wide open as 

he asked,””why would my son kidnap Bai Wenhai’s daughter?”” He rubbed his palms and said 

uneasily,””could it be … That my son wants to avenge me?”” ” 

“””You!”” Miao Ying was stunned. Her eyes widened as she shouted,””sun Guodong, what do you 

mean? 15 years ago, your son just turned 18. Are you going to push all your crimes onto your son?”” ” 

“””Then …”” Sun Guodong still followed his train of thought and asked,””what about Bai Wenhai and the 

others? Have you been kidnapped and imprisoned by my son? ” 

“””Where … Where are they?”” ” 

“””You!”” Miao Ying stood up in anger and pointed at sun Guodong.””Sun Guodong, your son admitted 

that you were the one who gave Bai Xuefei to him and let him imprison her! ” 

“””This is irrefutable evidence. Do you still want to quibble?”” ” 

“””Solid evidence? Aiya … Another piece of solid evidence! “”That scared me to death …”” Sun Guodong 

pretended to be terrified.”” 30 years ago was irrefutable evidence that put an innocent person like me 

in jail for 15 years! ” 

“””Now … Now there’s solid evidence. Why … Why?”” he asked. He pounded his chest in agitation and 

said,”” 30 years ago, it was Bai Wenhai and those insidious villains who set me up! ” 

“””Now … You won’t even let my own son off?”” ” 

“””Don’t be so emotional here!”” Miao Ying said,””do you still think you’re innocent?”” ” 

“””No!”” Sun Guodong suddenly shook his head and said,””I think you’re not only maligning me, but also 

my son! ” 

“””My son would never do such a thing!”” ” 

“””What are you saying!”” Miao Ying said,””we found the cell, found the victim, and found the evidence. 

There are witnesses and physical evidence. How can you say that you are innocent? ” 



“””Let’s not talk about other things. You’ve illegally imprisoned Bai Xuefei for 15 years. Assault and 

abuse, just for one crime, you and your father will never get out of prison!”” ” 

“””Police officer,”” sun Guodong said unhurriedly,””my son, Chenchen, has the certificate!!!”” ” 

“””What?”” Miao Ying frowned and suddenly realized something was wrong. She asked,””what 

certificate?”” ” 

“””My son is suffering from a mental illness!”” Sun Guodong said,””he has a mental illness! You … Better 

not believe him!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2518: fangs 

 

“””What? Mental illness?”” “”What do you mean?”” Miao Ying asked, her eyes wide. ” 

“””Officer, my son is mentally ill. He has a certificate,”” sun Guodong said calmly.””Otherwise, why 

hasn’t he found a wife yet?”” ” 

“””You …”” Miao Ying frowned, suddenly realizing that something was wrong. ” 

“Wu Xiumin also had a bad feeling. If Zhang Yongsheng was really a mental patient, then the direction of 

the whole case would change greatly! ” 

“””Your son is mentally ill?”” Miao Ying said,””so what? That was not the reason why he had illegally 

imprisoned a young girl for 15 years! ” 

“””It’s precisely because he’s sick that you, as his father, can’t escape the blame!”” ” 

“””Sun Guodong, you and your son have been caught red-handed,”” Wu Xiumin said.””You and your son 

have committed a crime, which can’t be offset by a mental illness certificate!”” ” 

“””According to our country ‘s’ regulations on mental patients danger assessment ‘, a patient with a 

mental illness who has the ability to identify his own behavior and commit a criminal act will also have 

to bear criminal responsibility! ” 

“””In this case, your son illegally imprisoned a woman for 15 years without being discovered. Based on 

this point alone, he must have the ability to identify her! ” 

“””So, not only does he have to bear criminal responsibility, but his words can also be used as evidence 

in court!”” ” 

“””Oh? That’s right!”” Sun Guodong looked ashamed as he said,””I admit that I didn’t take good care of 

my son as a father, allowing him to commit such an immoral and illegal act. This is my dereliction of 

duty. I am responsible and ashamed! ” 

“””But, there are a few things that I hope everyone can be clear about,”” sun Guodong said.””First, I 

never knew that he had imprisoned a woman! ” 

“””This kid, don’t look like he’s mentally unstable, he’s really scheming. I actually didn’t know about it! ” 



“””If I had known, I would have called the police!”” ” 

“””You’re talking nonsense!”” Miao Ying slammed the table and stood up.””Without your instructions, 

even if he was illegally detaining someone, why would he choose Bai Wenhai’s daughter?”” she asked. ” 

“””How would I know?”” Sun Guodong still pretended to be innocent.””Maybe … He knew that Bai 

Wenhai had framed me back then, so he wanted to avenge me on purpose. ” 

“””You’ll know when you interrogate him properly. ” 

“””My son has mental problems. If you ask him any questions, he will definitely tell you the truth! ” 

“””Oh, and, I just said one thing, and there’s one more thing, I hope you can understand …”” Sun 

Guodong said lightly,””Zhang Yongsheng’s surname is Zhang, not sun! Although I’m his father, I’m not 

his legal guardian! ” 

“””If his criminal behavior requires a Guardian to be responsible, then you should go to his mother, 

right?”” ” 

Sun Guodong’s ex-wife had passed away a long time ago. Sun Guodong’s words were obviously 

despicable and he was trying to shirk responsibility. 

Miao Ying squinted her eyes and looked at the suspect carefully. 

“The more she thought about it, the more she felt that the situation was so serious that it had gone off 

track. ” 

“At that moment, Miao Ying’s communication device had a signal. It was obviously from the monitoring 

room. ” 

“So, Miao Ying made a gesture to Wu Xiumin, and the two of them stopped interrogating sun Guodong, 

but left the interrogation room together. ” 

“Just as the two of them left, sun Guodong sat firmly in the interrogation chair. His eyes became deep, 

and the corners of his mouth curved up slightly, revealing his white teeth! ” 

“However, from a certain angle, those white teeth looked more like ferocious fangs … ” 

…… 

“As soon as they entered the interrogation room, Zeng ke immediately reported to Miao Ying,”” ” 

“””Sister Miao, I just found out that this Zhang Yongsheng really has a mental illness certificate. He has a 

personality disorder and a slight tendency to be violent …”” ” 

“””There’s really a certificate!”” Miao Ying shook her head and sighed.””We’re in trouble now!”” ” 

“””Yup!”” Wu Xiumin pointed to sun Guodong, who was behind the single-sided glass, and said,””there 

is no doubt that sun Guodong is the mastermind of this imprisonment case! ” 

“””He planned all of this! ” 

“””Bai Xuefei, Zhang Yuyin, qu Xiaohua, and the others were all killed by him! ” 



“””It’s possible that he only gave Bai Xuefei to Zhang Yongsheng to imprison, while he personally 

imprisoned the others!”” ” 

“””That is to say,”” Zeng ke said,””Zhang Yuyin and qu Xiaohua on Xiaoyao mountain were both killed by 

sun Guodong! Bai Wenhai and Peng Zhengyi were still in his hands! ” 

“””This is bad!”” Zeng ke said worriedly,””what team leader was worried about has happened! If he 

doesn’t tell us, then Bai Wenhai and Peng Zhengyi will be dead for sure. “” ” 

“””No, it’s not just that!”” Miao Ying sighed heavily.””The problem now is not just about saving Bai 

Wenhai and Peng Zhengyi’s lives!”” She said. ” 

“””Oh?”” “”What else?”” Zeng ke asked. ” 

“””According to the current situation,”” Wu Xiumin said,””Zhang Yongsheng is the only guilty one, while 

sun Guodong is likely to be exonerated!”” ” 

“””Oh, why?”” Zeng ke was surprised.””Zhang Yongsheng has already pointed out sun Guodong. Can’t 

we do anything to him?”” ” 

“””That’s the problem …”” Miao Ying said, frowning.””It looks like we have victory in our hands, but in 

fact, we can’t do anything to sun Guodong!”” ” 

“””Zhang Yongsheng is a mental patient. Even if we can prove that he has the ability to identify his 

behavior, we can only send him to court! ” 

“””But, his confession … Is invalid!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” Zeng ke was in disbelief.””There’s such a saying?”” ” 

“””So …”” Miao Ying turned to face the single-sided glass.””This sun Guodong is really not simple! He 

had already thought of these details! ” 

“””He knew that he could use his son’s mental illness to achieve his revenge! ” 

“””I’m afraid that all of this has been brewing since he was in prison?”” ” 

“””But … I don’t understand …”” Zeng ke frowned and said,””even if we can’t do anything to sun 

Guodong, his son can’t escape legal sanctions, right?”” ” 

“””If …”” Zeng ke voiced everyone’s doubts,””if they don’t release Bai Xuefei alive, wouldn’t they be 

fine?”” ” 

“””Why do I feel that …”” Zeng ke pouted and said,””sun Guodong seems to have betrayed his son?”” Is 

he going to use his son as a shield?”” ” 

“””Maybe …”” Wu Xiumin analyzed,””sun Guodong has an obsession in his heart. Since these people had 

caused him to be in jail for 15 years and 17 days, he would let them have a taste of what it was like to be 

in jail for 15 years and 17 days! ” 

“””This is also the reason why qu Xiaohua is still alive.”” ” 



“””But …”” Zeng ke was still confused,””who did Bai Xuefei offend?”” When sun Guodong was framed 

and sent to jail, Bai Xuefei wasn’t even born yet! ” 

“””Why won’t he let this girl go?”” ” 

“Wu Xiumin then said,””we’ve analyzed it before, and it’s very likely that sun Guodong didn’t want to 

kidnap Bai Xuefei when he kidnapped Bai Wenhai.”” ” 

“””But, because of a mistake, Bai Xuefei saw his face, so he had to kidnap her …”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Zeng ke thought hard, then said,””it was because there was one more person that he 

couldn’t keep in his own prison, so he locked him up in his son’s house?”” ” 

“””No… Not really …”” Zeng ke found it hard to understand.””Bai Xuefei said that she was locked up in 

Zhang Yongsheng’s house from the very beginning and had never seen anyone!”” ” 

“””In other words, the prison was built a long time ago … This …”” ” 

“””Wait …”” Miao Ying suddenly thought of something. She looked at her watch and asked,””where’s 

Zhao Yu? Why isn’t he here yet?”” ” 

 

Chapter 2519: only way 

 

“””What?”” “”Mental illness?”” Zhao Yu asked in surprise. ” 

“””Right!”” Miao Ying said over the phone,””sis Wu consulted with an expert. In this case, we can only 

conclude that Zhang Yongsheng is guilty, and his confession is invalid!”” ” 

“””Why?”” Zhao Yu frowned.””Zhang Yongsheng already said that it was sun Guodong who asked him to 

imprison Bai Xuefei! Even if he’s a little crazy, how can his confession be invalid?”” ” 

“””Because he has a personality disorder, people with this kind of mental illness tend to develop 

delusions, so their statements are invalid! ” 

“””We still can’t do anything to sun Guodong … ” 

“””Oh, there’s one more thing …”” Miao Ying added.””Sun Guodong also mentioned that although he 

was Zhang Yongsheng’s father, he was not his Guardian! ” 

“””Because sun Guodong and Zhang Yongsheng’s mother divorced, the child was awarded to the mother 

at that time, so in terms of the law, they have no relationship …”” ” 

“””In this case, Zhang Yongsheng’s confession is even more invalid …”” ” 

“””F * ck!”” Zhao Yu was surprised.””So, sun Guodong is not a simple person! They F * cking took 

advantage of a loophole in the law. This is a demonstration of power to us! ” 

“””Oh … Oh …”” Zhao Yu’s eyes widened.””I understand, I understand everything!”” Sun Guodong didn’t 

just want to take revenge on Bai Wenhai and his people! ” 



“””He … He wants to use this case to take revenge on the police! To take revenge on the police, they 

judged him unjustly that year …”” ” 

“””Ah?”” Miao Ying had not thought of this, so she was shocked.””So … This is all part of sun Guodong’s 

revenge plan?”” ” 

“””Yup!”” Zhao Yu gritted his teeth and said,””think about it! Bai Wenhai and the others had set him up 

and put him in jail for 15 years. After he was released, he took revenge on Bai Wenhai and the others by 

imprisoning them for 15 years as well! ” 

“””The reason why he asked his mentally ill son to imprison Bai Wenhai’s daughter was to demonstrate 

to the police today! ” 

“””At that time, the police believed Bai Wenhai and his men and arrested him. ” 

“””So, today, he wanted to put the crime in front of us, but we couldn’t touch him, which was his real 

purpose! ” 

“””I finally understand why he let Zhang Yuyin, qu Xiaohua, and Bai Xuefei out!”” Zhao Yu said 

fiercely,””he’s declaring war on us!”” ” 

“””I see …”” Miao Ying said worriedly.””In that case, I’m afraid we only have two ways to defeat sun 

Guodong …”” ” 

“””Yes,”” Zhao Yu nodded.””First, qu Xiaohua must be able to wake up completely and identify sun 

Guodong! ” 

“””Second, we need to find Bai Wenhai and Peng Zhengyi as soon as possible!”” ” 

“””And,”” Miao Ying said,””it would be best if he was alive! If he’s already dead, I’m afraid it’ll be hard 

for sun Guodong to be appeased!”” ” 

“””Yes …”” Zhao Yu thought for a moment, then said,””I think, since sun Guodong dared to release qu 

Xiaohua, it means that he was absolutely confident that qu Xiaohua would not get better!”” ” 

“””So, finding Bai Wenhai and Peng Zhengyi is the only way we can defeat sun Guodong!”” ” 

“””Oh yeah,”” Miao Ying asked curiously,””Zhao Yu, where are you now?”” ” 

“””It seems like we’ve underestimated sun Guodong!”” Zhao Yu was deep in thought as he muttered,””I 

think he knew that we were already monitoring him. ” 

“””He brought the birdcage to the market to buy celery and peanuts. I’m afraid he’s also testing us. This 

guy …”” ” 

“””Let me ask you,”” Miao Ying repeated,””where are you? Why haven’t you returned to the police 

station?”” ” 

“””Hehe, just take it as me being a prophet!”” Zhao Yu smiled bitterly and replied,””I’m in the Bigui 

garden community now!”” ” 

“””Oh?”” “”Are you at sun Guodong’s house?”” Miao Ying asked. ” 



“””Yeah …”” Zhao Yu said.””What I’m most worried about is that sun Guodong will be stubborn. So, 

after you arrested him, I came here to check on him … ” 

“””It’s a pity that sun Guodong has exceeded my expectations. He’s not a stubborn person, but he’s 

fighting a battle that he’s confident in winning!”” ” 

“””Alright!”” Miao Ying said,””then you should investigate where he lives and see if you can find any 

clues about where he imprisoned Bai Wenhai and the others …”” ” 

“””Buy a big one if you choke to death!”” Zhao Yu replied jokingly and hung up the phone. ” 

“However, after he hung up the phone, he filtered the information again and suddenly found an obvious 

problem. ” 

“””Something’s wrong? All the other explanations are reasonable, but … Doesn’t this mean that sun 

Guodong has sold his own son?”” ” 

“””That’s right!”” Xi menna’s eyes widened as she said,””I thought of this just now. If he had calculated 

everything, why did he expose Zhang Yongsheng? ” 

“””Could it be that … He knows that we will find Zhang Yongsheng’s residence sooner or later, and find 

the prison of the prisoner Bai Xuefei?”” ” 

“””There are two key points …”” Zhao Yu said.””The first point is that the date is not right. Bai Xuefei 

was only imprisoned for fifteen years and sixteen days, so there’s only one day left! ” 

“””Second, if he wanted to protect Zhang Yongsheng, he only needed to find a safe place and let him go! 

” 

“””Why did you have to let Zhang Yongsheng send him to Ying village? ” 

“””He knew that by doing so, he would expose Zhang Yongsheng … Tsk tsk …”” Zhao Yu pouted and 

sighed.””Even if Zhang Yongsheng had mental problems, he was still his son!”” ” 

“””Could it be that …”” Xi menna pondered,””sun Guodong is sure that Zhang Yongsheng will not be 

heavily sentenced?”” ” 

“””Well … I’m not sure!”” Zhao Yu said,””even if you have a certificate of mental illness, imprisonment, 

assault, and abuse shouldn’t be a light sentence, right? ” 

“””Besides, Bai Xuefei was still a minor when she was imprisoned. I think she should be given a death 

sentence! ” 

“””Could it be that … Sun Guodong will just watch his son die?”” ” 

“””Strange, it’s really strange!”” Xi menna shook her head and said,””I’ve never seen such a Strange 

Case before. What is sun Guodong trying to do? ” 

“””He’s been captured by us. After today, it’ll be time for Bai Wenhai to be released,”” Xi menna 

guessed.””Do you think Bai Wenhai will be released as scheduled?”” ” 



“””This …”” Zhao Yu’s thoughts were in a mess as he waved his hand and said,””I think we should look 

for clues first!”” If things continue like this, sun Guodong will never reveal Bai Wenhai and Peng 

Zhengyi’s whereabouts!”” ” 

“””Alright!”” Xi menna said,””I heard from Xiao Cui that she went to look for the metal detector! We 

have to search sun Guodong’s house thoroughly …”” ” 

“””Tsk, tsk … That’s bad!”” Zhao Yu pouted again, because he had already used the invisible x-ray vision 

to detect it before. ” 

“Sun Guodong’s house was only so big, and there was a parking lot underground. There was no way 

there would be a prison cell. ” 

“So, Zhao Yu thought that Bai Wenhai and Peng Zhengyi must have been held by sun Guodong in some 

unknown place, and he could only try to find clues. ” 

 

Chapter 2520: I discovered a problem 

 

“At 9:30 that night, the situation had already entered a state of white heat. ” 

“In the interrogation room, Miao Ying and Wu Xiumin were still trying to interrogate the suspect, sun 

Guodong. However, sun Guodong was still watertight. Once they asked about Bai Wenhai and the 

others, he would pretend to be stupid. ” 

“In the monitoring room, Zhao Yu was looking at sun Guodong, who was being interrogated, while he 

actively directed the investigation work. ” 

“Ran Tao was holding a document and reporting to him,”” ” 

“””Boss, we’ve already retrieved all the surveillance footage from sun Guodong and Zhang Yongsheng’s 

residences. We’re now trying to trace their movements in the past three months! ” 

“””I think … Within three months, sun Guodong must have come into contact with the victim …”” ” 

“””Boss,”” cui Lizhu, who was holding another document, said,””we searched sun Guodong’s house, but 

we still didn’t find any suspicious clues!”” ” 

“””Boss …”” Cui Lizhu guessed.””Do you remember Bai Xuefei mentioning that there were surveillance 

cameras in the place she was imprisoned?”” ” 

“””But, when we checked Zhang Yongsheng’s cell, we found that the cameras were gone! ” 

“””We also checked their cell phones carefully,”” cui Lizhu said, shaking her head helplessly.””There 

were no signs of video signals installed in them. ” 

“””Also, through the search, we didn’t find any suspicious devices like computers or monitors …”” ” 

“””Oh … Then it must be intentional!”” Zhao Yu nodded and said,””sun Guodong knew that those 

cameras could be used against him in court, so he destroyed them in advance! ” 



“””This person …”” Zhao Yu looked up at sun Guodong, gritted his teeth, and said,””he’s not easy to deal 

with! ” 

“””Is there … Really no flaw? ” 

“””Xiao Cui …”” He thought of something and immediately asked,””what about the means of 

transportation?”” Wasn’t Zhang Yongsheng in a car when he released Bai Xuefei? Did you find it?”” ” 

“””I found it!”” Cui Lizhu said,””it’s parked outside the plantation!”” We’ve checked the owner and 

driver’s information, and they were all born by Zhang Yong!”” ” 

“””F * ck!”” Zhao Yu was speechless.””Zhang Yongsheng is crazy. How could he have a driver’s license?”” 

He … How did he get in?”” ” 

“””Yeah, I was still complaining just now!”” Cui Lizhu said indignantly,””Oh, he can even drive a car, so 

why is his testimony invalid?”” ” 

“””Then …”” Zhao Yu asked again,””sun Guodong? Does he have a car?”” ” 

“””No, I didn ‘t!”” Cui Lizhu replied,””sun Guodong doesn’t have a car under his name, nor does he have 

a driving license. He doesn’t have a tricycle, an e-bike, or even a bicycle!”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Zhao Yu frowned.””So we can only go out by car?”” ” 

“””You still have two legs to walk!”” Cui Lizhu added. ” 

“””Then … Have you searched Zhang Yongsheng’s car?”” Zhao Yu asked again. ” 

“””I’ve searched!”” Cui Lizhu said,””the technical team has already collected the information and is now 

testing it, but … Even if they found sun Guodong’s information in the car, it would be normal. It doesn’t 

mean anything!”” ” 

“””No,”” Zhao Yu said.””What we’re looking for in the car is not sun Guodong’s information, but Zhang 

Yuyin and qu Xiaohua ‘s!”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Cui Lizhu suddenly realized.””You suspect that sun Guodong drove this car to drop Zhang 

Yuyin and qu Xiaohua off at Xiaoyao mountain?”” ” 

“””But …”” Cui Lizhu’s eyes dimmed.””Even if we found information on Zhang Yuyin and qu Xiaohua, sun 

Guodong could still push all the blame on Zhang Yongsheng!”” ” 

“””I’m just wondering. He only has one son. Why is he so against him?”” ” 

“””He’s mentally ill …”” Ran Tao complained.””A son like him can’t take care of me in my old age 

anyway, so I might as well take advantage of him!”” ” 

“””I’m more curious about whether Bai Wenhai will be released after tonight.”” “”Boss,”” Ran Tao 

suggested.””Although we have detained sun Guodong, we still need to make sure that Xiaoyao 

mountain and Ying Zhuangzi are well-protected!”” ” 

“””I’ve already arranged that,”” Zhao Yu said.””But I’m afraid that he will change locations after each 

shot! We have to check again to see if there’s anything else that’s meaningful to sun Guodong!”” ” 



“””Hehe,”” cui Lizhu laughed dryly,””I’ve really thought about this before! Boss, do you think sun 

Guodong would want to release Bai Wenhai at the entrance of the prison?”” ” 

“””This …”” Zhao Yu frowned.””Isn’t this thinking too far ahead? If Bai Wenhai was really released, it 

meant that sun Guodong had an accomplice! ” 

“””But, Zhang Yongsheng and himself are both at the police station. Who else could it be?”” ” 

“””Boss!”” At this time, cui Lizhu’s eyes widened. She pointed to the interrogation room and 

asked,””why don’t you do it yourself?”” ” 

“””You can even deal with han Kuan and han sai, so why can’t you deal with this Sun Jianguo, oh no, sun 

Guodong?”” ” 

“””That’s … Two different things!”” After thinking carefully, Zhao Yu shook his head and said,””I think it’s 

a complete waste of time to go in and interrogate sun Guodong! ” 

“””Instead of wasting time, it’s better to calm down and analyze it. I have a feeling that …”” Zhao Yu 

looked at sun Guodong again.””There must be some loopholes in this guy!”” ” 

“After that, Zhao Yu said a few more words, then turned around and left the monitoring room, returning 

to the Special Investigation Group office. ” 

“When he entered the office, he saw that Xi menna had gotten a roasted chicken from God knows 

where and was gnawing on it! ” 

“””You …”” ” 

“Zhao Yu knew that Xi Mengna was a glutton, but he was speechless at how unrefined she was. ” 

“””Oh, I’m so sorry …”” Xi menna saw Zhao Yu coming and said apologetically,””I’ve finished the chicken 

leg. There’s still a chicken claw left. Do you want it?”” ” 

“””Tsk!”” Zhao Yu gave her a disdainful look, then picked up a pen and went to the whiteboard, starting 

to analyze the case. ” 

“However, the roasted chicken was too fragrant. He only wrote a few words before turning around and 

saying,”” ” 

“””Chicken feet are fine, give them to me…Mm …”” ” 

“Zhao Yu extended his hand, but realized that there was nothing in it. He turned around and saw that 

the last chicken foot was already in Miss Xi’s mouth, chewing on it like a lollipop! ” 

“””Hmm … Alright!”” Zhao Yu took a step back and asked,””do you still have the chicken butt?”” ” 

…… 

“At oneo’ clock in the morning, Captain Shi entered the office and reported the latest news to Zhao Yu. ” 

“He said that after a night of interrogation, Zhang Yongsheng confessed that it was sun Guodong who 

asked him to let Bai Xuefei go yesterday morning! ” 



“Moreover, sun Guodong had already told her where to put her! ” 

“However, he said that he might have lost his way and didn’t go to the place he was told. He probably 

found a trash can and put Bai Xuefei in it! ” 

“””That is to say …”” Zhao Yu said.””Sun Guodong’s original plan was to go to Bai Wenhai’s Lingzhi 

warehouse?”” ” 

“””It’s possible!”” Captain Shi said,””if he really did that, he would definitely be caught by Captain Zhou’s 

men on the spot that night! ” 

“””Team leader Zhao, is this still not enough?”” Captain Shi said anxiously,””Zhang Yongsheng has 

already ratted out sun Guodong. Can’t we … Let sun Guodong be punished?”” ” 

“””Why do I feel that there’s nothing wrong with Zhang Yongsheng?”” ” 

“””Don’t joke around, there’s nothing wrong with him. Why would he be so stupid as to let Bai Xuefei 

go?”” Zhao Yu said,””didn’t he know that Bai Xuefei would rat him out? Didn’t he know the 

consequences of letting her go? ” 

“””In my opinion, Zhang Yong’s mental illness is not fake. He was just used by sun Guodong! So, no 

matter what Zhang Yongsheng said, it can’t be used as evidence!”” ” 

“””I really don’t understand the world of mental patients,”” Captain Shi said anxiously.””In that case, 

other than finding Bai Wenhai and Peng Zhengyi alive, is there no other way?”” ” 

“””If we delay for another day, I’m afraid these two won’t be able to survive, right?”” ” 

“””There’s no way …”” Zhao Yu pointed to the suspect’s photo on the big screen and said,””but, I found 

one problem! ” 

“””Old Shi, take a closer look. Why do I feel that Zhang Yongsheng and sun Guodong don’t look alike?”” 

” 

 

 

 

 


